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Great Falls kitchen renovation emphasizes family interaction

BEFORE: Kitchen to sunroom “The old kitchen was too
dark and cramped,” owner Joseph Lopez recalls, “and did
not offer much of a view of the lovely backyard.”
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A recently renovated Great Falls home demonstrates how “open” floorplans are being effectively introduced into homes
that previously employed a more traditional room configuration. To accommodate the needs of Joseph and Allison Lopez
and their two young boys, Sun Design Remodeling enlarged the kitchen by relocating the formal dining room and creating
a stronger visual linkage to a backyard filled with old stand trees.

n nOpen sightlines,

BEFORE: U-shaped counters, typical of production house
kitchens before 1980, tended to inhibit through-traffic.
Eliminating the needs for ceiling flush bulkheading (above
cabinets) permitted tallers cabinets and a significant
increase in storage capacity.

playful elements
featured in customdesigned solution
By John Byrd
SPECIAL TO THE FAIRFAX
COUNTY TIMES

As remodeler Craig Durosko
sees it, “There’s a design revolution now underway in northern
Virginia.”
Plainly, it embraces an emergent “transitional-style” school of
interior design, and is dependent
on more broadly accepted building
practices such as finding innovative ways to eliminate ceiling-flush
bulkhead in already cramped
kitchens. But the driving societal
impetus is “the willingness of
homeowners to make the property
their own,” Durosko says.
“Not long ago, people bought
a house that roughly suited their
agenda and adapted to it,” Durosko explains. “Today, homeowners want solutions suitable to
their lifestyle requirements, and
are willing to change even the basic template of the existing house
to achieve a higher level of personal satisfaction.”
In a changing world, this may
mean modifications that incorporate retired parents, or strategies
that downsize the home satisfy
new “empty nester” priorities.
It may also mean changes focused on creating a more familyfriendly environment for a household
bustling with active children.
Case in point: the comprehensive first floor makeover to the
circa-1970’s Colonial-style home
of Joseph and Alison Lopez.
Viewed as an adaption, the Lopez renovation highlights the kind
of breakthrough interior design modalities now being applied to traditional floorplans in older homes.
The original 2,700 sq ft house
(which the family purchased ten
years ago) was built around a standard center hall template with a
front-facing foyer and living room
that segued to a rear dining room,
kitchen, and family room configuration. To gain more living space,
Lopez had converted a 280 sq ft
screen porch into a sun room three
years ago--but the changes didn’t
resolve other inherent problems
with the plan itself.
“The rear rooms were too
dark and cramped, “ Joseph Lopez says. “Yet there was a lot of
wasted space.”
Other shortcomings:
§§ With grade-school aged twins
about the house, circulation
in the kitchen was problematic. The traditional U-shaped
counter space in the kitchen
was as much a barrier as an
asset. Storage capacity was
limited. There was no place
to display the children’s drawings which hung from cabinets, appliances-- everwhere.

The remodeler’s developed a space plan consistent with how the family actually uses the
house. A dining room with fireplace accessible from the door (right) incorporates square
footage previously allocated to a mostly-unused front parlor.
§§ The living room and formal
dining room were mostly unused-- consuming a lot of first
level square footage without
much family benefit.
§§ The family room interior-which included a working
fireplace-- was notably dated.
§§ View and access to the lowerlevel play room from the
kitchen was obstructed by a
landing two steps down that
required a 90 degree turn.
§§ Despite a beautiful setting that
backs into a 50 acre tree-filled
easement, there were no clear
sight lines from the kitchen to
the back yard where the boys
were usually at play when not
in school.
“We had started thinking
about making changes before we
moved in,” Joseph said. “We had
many ideas-- but didn’t know
what would work.”
Enter Sun Design’s lead Designer Jon Benson and specialty
designer Katie Coram.
“The first consideration was
how to create a space plan that
was consistent with how the
family actually uses the house,”
Benson recalls. “Everyone acknowledged that the dining room
was too small and that the sizable
living room didn’t have much of a
role in the family’s everyday life-so there was some useful square
footage we could re-deploy.”
These observations in mind,
Benson drafted a plan that deleted
the wall between kitchen and dining room to form a 30’ x 14’ family kitchen. The larger footprint
created the space needed for a
four-seat food prep island and dining counter, a breakfast area and a
substantially enlarged pantry.
It also allowed for direct access to the staircase leading to the
lower level.
With the kitchen extended,
Benson cut a new door to the

The kitchen’s original vinyl flooring was replaced with
hardwood; re-routing ceiling level HVAC vents created the
headroom needed for taller, more capacious cabinets. The
island doubles as food preparation support and a counter
for in-kitchen dining.

BEFORE: In the recent past,
drawings by the twin boys
were everywhere.

Specialty designer Katie Coram proposed a 9’x 5.5’ wallmounted board as a way to contain and display kitchen
art. The board is a metal surface topped with porcelain
that accommodates pictures held by magnets and erasable
messages in felt tip pen.
downstairs and installed a straight
staircase, making it easier for
Alison to keep an eye on the boys
from upstairs.
To improve natural light and
sight lines, the designer eliminated
the partial wall and sliders leading
to the sun room, then designed a
twelve foot opening utilizing “bypass” sliders on a double track that
telescope into the wall.
The result: Alison can easily

keep an eye on the backyard from
anywhere in the kitchen. Equally
appealing: a stunning indooroutdoor continuum that brings the
pretty wooded setting into visual
range from every part of the renovated kitchen.
“The beautiful view is one of
the main reasons we bought the
house to begin with,” says Joseph. “Having it available in the
rooms where we spend a lot of

time is wonderfully fulfilling.”
Converting the unused living
room into a spacious formal dining room with fireplace, likewise,
satisfied the family’s need for an
entertainment venue. As a bonus,
the kids now use the dining room
to start their homework just steps
from Alison in the kitchen.
With space planning issues under control, Alison huddled on finish work details with Katie Coram.
“It was great bouncing ideas
off of someone with her interior
design talents,” Alison recalls.
“There were so many details-cabinet styles, colors and finishes; best granite options for the
island counter top. Katie recommended a hound’s tooth pattern
for the backsplash-- which really

improved on the white brick-style
design I had been considering.”
The stand-out inspiration,
though, was Coram’s suggestion
that the family’s “kitchen art”
could be better presented in a 9’
x 5.5’ message board mounted on
the wall between the kitchen and
the entrance to the dining room.
A steel surface covered in
porcelain, the board accommodates photos and art held by magnets, but also offers a handy place
to jot down “to do” lists written
in an erasable felt tip pen.
“It’s a fun piece,” Alison
says. “Just looking at it makes
me smile.”
Sun Design Remodeling
frequently sponsors tours of
recently remodeled homes
as well as workshops on
home remodeling topics.
Headquartered in Burke,
the firm has a second office
in McLean. FOR INFORMATION: 703.425.5588 or www.
SunDesignInc.com
John Byrd has been writing about home improvement
for 30 years. He can be reached
@ 703/715-8006, www.HomeFrontsNews.com or byrdmatx@
gmail.com
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was enlarged and upgraded into something
suitable for overnight guests; a cabinet concealing a comfortable Murphy bed was custom-fitted into one wall of Lesley’s studio.
The lower level’s southwestern corner
has been re-configured as an entertainment
center. There’s a beverage center with a wine
refrigerator in one corner. On the opposite
wall, a flat-screen television stretches out in
front of an L-shaped “viewing” couch.
The new family room segues down an
adjoining hall into Lesley’s new studio which
is also accessed from the “all-purpose room”
(kitchen and laundry) through a pair of frosted glass doors designed to maximize available
light from the rear elevation.
“I can spend the morning or afternoon
working on art projects and helping the
grandchildren. It’s a great environment,” she
says, “I’m really glad we created it.”
Sun Design Remodeling periodically offers workshops on home remodeling topics.
For information call (703) 425-5588 or visit
www.SunDesignInc.com.
Not far away, Wanda Rogers had her own
epiphany as retirement neared.
“I knew my plans for a quilting studio were
getting closer to reality when we added drywall
to the attic room above the garage,” the longterm Annandale resident, now in her 70s, says.

Of course it was all part of a carefully-orchestrated, phased-in home remodeling plan.
The studio space had been shelled-in three
years ago while other parts of the home were
being enlarged and upgraded. As Wanda
Rogers approached retirement, the finishwork began.
“We designed the suite specifically to support Wanda’s creative process,” says David
Foster, who has operated Foster Remodeling
Solutions for over 35 years. “We had to allocate
enough floor space in the middle of the room so
she could lay out a quilt in progress.”
With large windows on either side, the
400-square-foot studio is flooded with natural light during the day. The hickory wood
flooring – apart from its lovely aesthetics – is
entirely functional as a surface for cutting and
assembling fabrics.
Built-ins on either side of the assembly
area have been designed to hold specific fabrics some of which were passed down from
Rogers’ grandmother.
For all its delicacy of color and pattern,
though, a quilt must also be a durable bed
cover. To assure it is well-made, Rogers employs a Berina “surger” – which stitches finished “overlock” seams on the side of the
quilt opposite from the display pattern. The
studio also provides some 64 cubic feet of
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Wanda Rogers, 73, displays some of her quilts.

fabric storage space for behind each wall.
Like most dedicated artisans, Rogers
sought a self-sufficient work space; hence the
kitchenette with Advantium oven and twoburner cook top, full bath, as well as the WiFi
hook-up.
While the comfortable accommodation
can even double as a guest room when needed, Rogers says her suite is fundamentally designed for quilting.
By inserting a specially designed cutting
board over the sink, for instance, the L-shaped
kitchenette surface converts to a work table.
There’s even an unseen niche to hold the ironing board Rogers uses to flatten fabric.

“I see the studio as an integral part to my
life ahead,” says Rogers, adding that her 10year old granddaughter is now learning quilting techniques from her.
Foster Remodeling Solutions periodically
offers workshops on home remodeling topics.
They also provide a free publication entitled
“Making the Most of Your Home in Retirement.” For more information, call (703) 5501371 or visit www.fosterremodeling.com
John Byrd has been writing about home
improvement for 30 years. He can be reached at
(703) 715-8006, www.HomeFrontsNews.com
or byrdmatx@gmail.com.

AWARD-WINNING SERVICE FROM
BRIGHTSTAR CARE® OF FAIRFAX
At BrightStar Care of Fairfax, our goal is provide A Higher Standard
of Home Care – and we are honored to be chosen to receive some of
the top awards in the industry for the second consecutive year!
• 2017 Provider of Choice and Employer of Choice from Home
Care Pulse, an independent customer satisfaction surveyor.
• Best of 2017 Senior Home Care award from the Fairfax Award
Program, recognizing exceptional customer service.
The BrightStar Care brand is also honored to have been presented
The Joint Commission’s Enterprise Champion for Quality award
for the fourth year in a row – the only company to have received this
designation every year of its existence.

We are ready to deliver A Higher Standard of Home Care to
meet the needs of you or your loved one. Call us today!

703 267 2380

10530 Warwick Ave. Suite 6C, Fairfax, VA 22030
www.brightstarcare.com/fairfax
Independently Owned & Operated · HCO 15934
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